
Magical Totnes

Totnes is a beautiful, historic and totally unique town. Nestled amid the beautiful hills and valleys of Devon on the banks of the River Dart is an extraordinary community unlike any other - a thriving centre of music, art, theatre and all forms of alternative and natural health, the town is committed to sustainable living and environmental responsibility. It is also steeped in history and sprinkled with magic. You will not find McDonalds or Starbucks here - instead, small local artisan and boutique businesses, ancient historic buildings and a wide range of excellent bars, cafes and restaurants, not to mention its very own Narnia (The Timehouse Museum). There are castles to explore, the rugged and beautiful Dartmoor National Park is just a few miles away, and in the other direction lies the stunning coast of Torbay with its wonderful beaches, picturesque harbours, Paignton Zoo and seaside holiday atmosphere. 

The beautiful South West of England offers plenty of excitement for those who wish to explore the area: the cathedral city of Exeter; the famous Jurassic Coast; wonderful Cornwall, including The Eden Project; St Ives, Newquay, Tintagel; medieval market towns, picturesque fishing villages, Glastonbury Tor; Stonehenge, and delicious cream teas!
This really is a perfect slice of England. Totnes is a world away from the frenetic hub of London but with a life, heart and soul all of its own and still within easy reach of the capital - a comfortable 3-hour train journey ensures great connectivity. What better place to learn English?
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A Boutique Language School in Beautiful Devon
At English in Totnes (formerly Language in Totnes) we focus on our students as individuals, even if they are part of a group. Every student has different goals, needs, learning methods, strengths and weaknesses. We make it our business to find out what these are and to maximise everyone's individual potential. 

At English in Totnes, it's a case of 'back to the future'. Our teaching is of the highest standard and combines good old fashioned traditional learning with state of the art technology so that no matter what your age, nationality or learning experience, there is a perfect course for you. Our friendly, personal and highly effective teaching methods are combined with a fun and exciting range of activities, allowing every student to create their own bespoke experience. We aim to make every stay a happy and memorable one as well as a successful learning experience.

A Family Business
Margie Barker has been running language schools in Totnes for over 20 years. Her son Tim has also been closely involved and is a vital part of the organisation. The Barkers know that while the quality of teaching must be exceptional, there is a whole range of other areas that must be fulfilled to create an overall fantastic experience for each and every student, from the staff you deal with when making your first enquiry or booking, to the knowledge that students will be safely transported to and from the airport, to accommodation, activities and customer service. The Barkers' expertise and personal touch ensures that all students receive an exceptional quality of care as well as outstanding teaching.

SPECIAL FEATURE
NEW Young Adult English Options
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